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maliyesi pdf downloadÂ .1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to the field of protecting personal communications devices from inadvertent damage. 2. Discussion of the Related Art It is generally recognized that
electronic devices may be costly to manufacture and costly to replace. Electronic devices are typically designed to be repeatedly used. Many devices can be damaged if not properly handled or cared for. Persons using these devices in
the workplace, such as laptop computers and mobile phones, often do not know how to handle the devices properly. As such, they may inadvertently cause damage to these devices. One common method for protecting these devices is
to provide a case that protects the device from damage. Some cases are designed to be disposable. The case is designed to be thrown away after use. These cases are often inexpensive and can reduce disposal costs. However, such
cases may be designed to make the overall cost of the case too high to justify its use for only a few occasions. As such, a more inexpensive case is needed. The casing for a communication device must conform to various codes. Some
code requirements often limit the thickness and size of the casing. Communication device casings also often must conform to special certifications. These requirements often add to the cost of the casing. The weight of some
communication devices, such as laptop computers, can be a problem. Many communication devices have built in batteries that must be periodically recharged. Because of these batteries, the communication device can weigh a
significant amount. If the weight of the casing is significant, it may prevent communication devices from being carried in a convenient manner. If the casing is used to protect a communication device, it is desirable that the casing is
small enough to be carried. It is also desirable that the case have sufficient structure to prevent damage to the communication device should the communication device strike an object. It is further desirable that the case allow a
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